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I HAVE come down on this trip, friends, primarily in connection with the material development of this country. I wish to see the great main artery of the Mississippi, and its chief affluents, made navigable highways, open to all the people of the United States, as only waterways can be. I believe that that development will prove of immediate benefit to all the States along the Mississippi. I believe it will prove of ultimate benefit to all the States outside of the Mississippi Valley, because I am convinced that in the long run, disregarding minor exceptions due to exceptional circumstances, if benefit comes to any portion of the American Republic, the benefit in the end diffuses itself over the entire Republic. Ultimately as a Nation we shall all go up or go down together. That fact should be kept in mind, not only as we deal with the material interests that are so important but as we deal with the great moral and spiritual interests which must lie back of material well-being or else material well-being can count for but little. I do not wish to be misunderstood; I wish always to insist to our people individually, to the Nation as a whole, that there must be a certain amount of material well-being as a foundation and the more well-being you can have the better the foundation. I would not pay heed only to the things of the spirit; I would pay heed to the things of the body too; but I would not' pay heed to them alone. It is with a nation just as it is with a man. The man's first business is to earn enough to keep his wife and children, and I have scant patience with the man who is filled with lofty zeal for mankind at large but whose family is in want. Before such a man begins to reform mankind let him see that his wife and children are fairly well off. But he must not stop there. If he is content only to keep his own home well, and cares nothing for his neighbor, cares nothing for civic duty, then he represents an element which, if it prevails, means that this Nation goes down to destruction. In addition to each man caring for his own well-being and the well-being of his family, he must have that spirit of civic duty, that sense of civic righteousness, which will make his country dear to him, which will make the welfare of his fellows of moment in his eyes. So with our Nation. As a foundation, we must have material well-being, and I congratulate this State, I congratulate the Southern States, I congratulate the entire Union, upon the extraordinary material prosperity which as a Nation we have achieved. We have our ups and downs; no law and the administration of no law, can save any body of people from their own folly. If a section of the business world goes a little crazy, it will have to pay for it; and, being excessively human, when it does pay for it, it will want to blame some one else instead of itself. If at any time a portion of the business world loses its head, it has lost what no outside aid can supply. If there is reckless over speculation, or dishonest business management, just as sure as fate there will follow a partial collapse.

There has been trouble in the stock market, in the high financial world, during the past few months. The statement has frequently been made that the policies for which I stand, legislative and executive, are responsible for that trouble. Now, gentlemen, those policies of mine can be summed up in one brief sentence. They represent the effort to punish successful dishonesty. I doubt if those policies have had any material effect in bringing about the present trouble, but if they have, it will not alter in the slightest degree my determination that for the remaining sixteen months of my term those policies shall be persevered in unswervingly. I believe that in our business world, taken as a whole, the standard of honesty is high; but where dishonesty exists, I intend to cut it out, and if possible to punish the dishonest man. My aim is to make the average man, the average citizen, the planter, the farmer, the cattle breeder, the merchant, the professional man, the railroad man, the banker — every man who is really doing honest business in an honest way, big or little — to make that man feel that he must have a pride in his American citizenship, to make him realize what being an American should really amount to, to get into his soul the belief that he will not only receive justice, but that he will have a part in meeting out justice. If to arouse that type of civic manhood in our Nation it were necessary to suffer any temporary commercial depression, I should consider the cost but small. But, more than that, I do not for a moment admit that putting these policies into effect has had any real consequence in bringing about such conditions as we have from time to time seen in the stock market. All we have done has been to unearth the wrong-doing. It was not the fact that it was unearthed that did the damage. It was the fact that it existed to be unearthed — that is what did the damage. All I did was to turn on the light. I am responsible for turning on the light, but I am not responsible for what the light showed. It is impossible to cut out a cancer without making the patient feel for a few days rather sicker than he felt before; but if it were not cut out the patient would die. No material well-being can save this Nation if it loses the lift toward higher things.

I am well aware that in any such movement as that in which we have been engaged there are sinister men who, taking advantage of the movement to do away with the abuses of wealth, seek to inflame the people against all men of wealth, honest or dishonest. These men are for the moment with us, but they are not of us. So in any movement to conserve property, we find ourselves shoulder to shoulder with some reactionaries whose desire to conserve property is accompanied by a purpose to prevent any correction of the abuses of property. But we cannot afford to permit either the demagogue on one side or the reactionary on the other to drive us/ away from the course of policy which we regard as vital for the well-being of this Nation. The thing most important to remember is that that policy has two sides. It would indeed be an (evil day for this Nation, it would indeed mean the beginning of the end of our National greatness, if we ever permitted in this Republic a spirit which would discriminate against the honest man who achieves business success. There is nothing baser and meaner than to hate the honest man who prospers simply because he has prospered; and I challenge the support of every good American when I say that the honest railroad man, the honest banker, the honest business man, the man who makes a fortune because his exceptional business ability enables him to render exceptional service to the community — I challenge the support of every good American citizen when I say that such a man shall receive the amplest protection and be safeguarded against all injustice.

We are a representative government — executives, legislators, judges; all public servants are representatives of the people. We are bound to represent the will of the people, but we are bound still more to obey our own consciences; and if ever there is any gust of popular feeling that demands what is wrong, what is unrighteous, then the true servant of the people, the man who truly serves the interest of the people, is that man who disregards the wish of the people to do evil. Let the representative represent the people so long as he conscientiously can; when he can no longer do so, let him do what his conscience dictates, and cheerfully accept the penalty of retirement to private life. No man will stand more strongly than I will in the defence of property so long as it is honestly acquired and honestly used. I will stand against the poor man if he does wrong just as I will stand against the rich man if he does wrong. I will stand against crimes of brutal violence just as I stand against crimes of unscrupulous cunning. Crime is crime, and it makes no difference whether the wrong is perpetrated by a plutocracy or by a mob, by a capitalist or by a wage-worker. There are certain men who affect to misunderstand my position on that point, who assert that I have talked against men of wealth as such, that I have incited attacks upon the class that owns great wealth. Those men are blind if they see the facts in such a light. I will protect in every way in my power honest property; I will protect the honest man of wealth to the extent of my ability; and in no way can I ultimately protect the honest man of wealth so effectively as by doing everything in my power to bring to justice his dishonest brother of wealth. It is a difficult matter to punish as they ought to be punished the crimes of unscrupulous cunning committed by men of great wealth. It is a difficult matter to punish as he should be punished the man who at the head of a great business or at the head of a great railroad does wrong to the whole body politic by his management of that property. It is difficult because as yet we hardly have the proper laws, and still more because the people themselves through their representatives and personally do not yet fully realize how serious the crimes are which are committed in this fashion. The man who builds a railroad where it is needed and runs it honestly is a benefactor who is entitled to an ample reward for what he has done. We should back him up, protect him against unjust attacks. But the man who manipulates the securities of that road so as to swindle the outside public, or the stockholders or investors of any kind, or the shippers, or to oppress the wage-workers, or to swindle the people at large — that man is doing all that he can to bring down in ruin the fabric of our institutions, and it is our business to set our faces like flint against his wrong-doing, to endeavor to undo that wrong-doing in the interest of the people as a whole, and primarily in the interest of the honest man of means.

Remember this, that atonement in this world is largely vicarious; if wrong-doing is allowed to prosper, much of the penalty is in the end paid by innocent men. If we sit supine and let men of great wealth set before the country as a whole the standard of successful dishonesty so that young men are taught to think of business trickery, of evasion and violation of the law, of stock gambling and swindling, as the chief roads to financial success, not only do we bring about a deterioration of the public conscience as a whole, but as sure as fate we ultimately invite an ignorant and violent reaction which in trampling out the wrongs will trample out much right at the same time, which in punishing the wealthy wrong-doer will inflict the punishment so brutally and so unskilfully as to confound in it many men who have done decently and well. We should stop the process of gaining wealth by successful dishonesty, before it goes so far as to invite the very reaction which I dread; and the men of property, the men of great means, will do well to turn about and in the heartiest way back up a rational movement for reform, a rational movement for such supervision and control over the accumulation and abuse of these great fortunes as will, if not eliminate, at least minimize the evils of which I complain. Such a movement as that in which we are now engaged is not undertaken with any vindictive purpose; it is undertaken only to cure evils and to prevent their recurrence. If the beneficiaries of those evils succeeded in stopping the movement, it would merely mean that in a very few years it would break forth again, and then it would probably be in the control of men who would legislate with a vindictive purpose, who would legislate and act as executives with a desire to hurt and damage the men at whom the movement was aimed. There has been no movement that can be more properly described as conservative, using the word with its real significance, than the movement which we have seen develop during the last four or five years, the movement for proper supervision and control, in the interests of the general public, of those colossal fortunes which, singly or in combination, are of such tremendous importance in the modern industrial world; to so control and supervise them that, in their accumulation and their business use, there shall be, as far as we can prevent it, no wrong done to the small man, whether that small man is a competitor, a wage-worker, or an investor. In other words, gentlemen, our whole movement is simply and solely to make the decalogue and the golden rule of some practical moment in both the business and the political life of the community.



